We study conformal properties of string theory which is exclusively based on extrinsic curvature action. Our scope is to develop technical tools allowing to solve this nonlinear two-dimensional conformal field theory. We shall also present some classical solutions useful for background method calculations.
Introduction
A string model which is exclusively based on the concept of extrinsic curvature was suggested in [1, 2] . It describes random surfaces embedded in D-dimensional spacetime with the following action
where m has dimension of mass, h ab is the induced metric and K i ab is the second fundamental form (extrinsic curvature). In the above theory extrinsic curvature term alone should be considered as fundamental action of the theory. There is no area term in the action as it was in previous studies [3, 4, 5, 6] The dependence on the extrinsic curvature in (1) has been also properly selected to guarantee proportionality of the action to the length L ∝ length. The last property makes the theory very close to the Feynman path integral for point-like relativistic particle because when the surface degenerates into a single world line the action (1) becomes proportional to the length of the world line S → m ds (2) and the functional integral over surfaces naturally transforms into the Feynman path integral for a point-like relativistic particle.
To illustrate these concepts let us consider a surface in a form of cylinder of the radius R and of the length T as it is shown on Figure 1 . We can easily compute the action: the term K ia a K ib b is equal to 1/R 2 and the action is equal to 2T + 2πR (the last term is a contribution coming from the boundary of the cylinder). When the radius of the cylinder R tends to zero, the cylinder shrinks to a world line of the length T , and the action becomes proportional to the length of the degenerated surface T . It is remarkable that in the same limit the area action S = 2πRT will tend to zero allowing "spikes" to grow out of the surface. Actually exactly this argument was an initial motivation to introduce an action which is proportional to the linear size of the surfaces.
In the recent article [7] the authors computed quantum fluctuations in this model and demonstrated that at one-loop level the theory in finite. Our aim now is to further study the symmetry properties of this model, specifically its conformal properties. Our scope is also to develop technical tools allowing to treat this nonlinear system exactly using conformal symmetry. We shall also present some classical solutions useful for background method calculations.
As in [7] we shall represent the gonihedric action (1) in a form
2 . The second fundamental form K is defined through the relations:
where n i µ are D −2 normals and a, b = 1, 2;
The cylinder of the the radius R and the length T .
Interaction of 2D-gravity with nonlinear conformal matter
In this section I shall consider a model which has the same action (3) but now to be interpreted as a functional of two independent field variables X µ and h ab , that is, we shall consider it as two-dimensional quantum gravity interacting with scalar fields X µ . The aim is to compute the energy momentum tensor of the scalar field X µ , to demonstrate that it is traceless and that the interaction is conformally invariant. It is not obvious at all that the last model is equivalent to the original one even at the classical level, and as we shall see it is actually not, but this study will spot some common properties and useful formulas.
To get classical equations and to construct world sheet energy-momentum tensor one should compute variation of the action with respect to the metric h ab which is defined as
The variation of the action is
and we can proceed computing the variation of the Laplace operator
The first term on r.h.s. of (8) will cancel with the first term coming from (9), therefore
Integrating by part we shall get
Now we can extract the T ab
or in covariant form
where {a b} denotes a symmetric sum. It is easy to see that the energy-momentum tensor is traceless
thus we have interaction with conformaly invariant matter field X µ . The equation of motion, in a given case the constraint equation, is
We can get the equations which follow from the variation of the action over coordinates
We can make all these formulas more transparent introducing the momentum operator P
it has the property very similar to the constraint equation for the point like relativistic particle
and allows to rewrite the action (3) in the form
The equations now look like
and
One can check the covariant conservation of the energy momentum tensor
the first term on the r.h.s. is equal to zero on the mass shell (17) and the second one is equal to zero thanks to the identity which follows from (19)
Defining G ab = ∇ {a P µ ∇ b} X µ we shall get from (16) and (22) DetG
and the action (20) takes the following equivalent form
The last expression is not yet in terms of only X field because P contains h field in its definition. Even at the classical level this model is not in an obvious way equivalent to the original one where
We shall see this in a more transparent way when we shall compare corresponding equations for both systems.
Conformal Gauge
We can fix the conformal gauge h ab = ρη ab using reparametrization invariance of the action to derive it in the form (see (3), (20))
In this gauge the equations of motion are more simple
and they should be accompanied by the constraint equations (14), (16)
The Hamiltonian is
In the light cone coordinates ζ ± = ζ 0 ± ζ 1 the conformal gauge looks like:
and the constrains (29) take the form
the trace is equal to the T +− component
The conservation of the energy momentum tensor takes the form
and requires that its components are analytic T ++ = T ++ (ζ + ) and anti-analytic T −− = T −− (ζ − ) functions. Thus our system has infinite number of conserved charges. This residual symmetry can be easily seen in gauge fixed action (27) written in light cone coordinatesŚ = 4m
it is invariant under the transformations
where f and g are arbitrary functions.
Solution of Classical Equations
As we have seen the classical equation is
therefore the momentum P µ is a function of the form
where arbitrary functions Π ′ s are subject to the constraint
one can find the second derivative ∂ 2 X µ written in the form
where Ω(ζ + , ζ − ) is another arbitrary function of ζ + and ζ − . Thus the equation reduces to the following one
and X µ is a sum of inhomogeneous and homogeneous solutions
where inhomogeneous solution is
are arbitrary functions of ζ + and ζ − . The constraints (32) take the form
Taking into account that in the coincident points
we can partly simplify the previous expressions, but still left with terms of the forṁ
breaking the fact that T ++ should be a function of ζ + and T −− should be a function of ζ − , therefore we have to further requirė
in separate points. Thus
verifying the fact they are indeed functions of only one light cone variable.
Quantization
From the equivalent form of the action (20)
we can deduce the propagator
or in the coordinate form
Using the fact that
we should have
or opening the brackets
If we sum over Lorentz indices and then use the fact that there is no correlations between right and left moving modes of the Π field we shall get
It is impossible to satisfy the last equation unless (61) and we are left with the relations
Let us now consider the two point correlation function of the energy momentum operator
The contribution coming from the first diagram can be computed by using the expressions (62) and is equal to 1 16
To compute the second term we have to know the contraction of two X ′ s and also of two Π ′ s, unfortunately these expressions are not available now because the second variation of the action is equal to
and it is too complicated. Nevertheless there is a hope that conformal invariance of the system may help to solve the last problem and to find contribution of the second diagram. The ghost contribution to the central charge remains the same as for the standard bosonic string
therefore the critical dimension crucially depends on the second yet unknown term. Despite the fact that this model is not equivalent to the original one it represents an interesting example of nonlinear conformally invariant field theory in two dimensions. In the next section we shall return to the original model which contains many elements of the above model.
The full system
As we have seen we can't simply consider the action (3) as a functional of two independent field variables X and h without losing connection with the original system. In order to consider them as independent variables and at the same time to have equivalent theory at the classical level we have to introduce additional Lagrange multipliers λ ab . The corresponding action is
and the equations of motion are
where we already know T ab (13), (14), (22). The trace of the energy momentum tensor is equal to:
where we have used the fact that h ab T ab = 0. If we substitute the expression for λ from the last equation into the first one we shall get unique equation for the
where 
and δS δX µ (17). We can fix the conformal gauge h ab = ρη ab using reparametrization invariance to rewrite the action in the form:
In this gauge the equations of motion are : (74) where T ab is given in (29). For X field one can get the following classical equation:
where 2ρ = ∂ a X µ ∂ a X µ . Comparing these equations with the ones in the previous section (see equations (28) and (29)) one can be convinced once again that these two systems are not equivalent even at the classical level, but are close enough to each other.
We can find a solution which describes the propagation of the closed string in time direction as a spacetime cylinder of the radius R
From equations (74) we can find ρ = R 2 and
δ ab .
Classical Solution in Physical gauge
To study classical equations from a different perspective we shall consider as in [7] only normal, physical perturbation of the world sheet X µ (ζ)
then the first derivative is ∂ aXµ = ∂ a X µ + ∂ a ξ i n i µ + ξ i ∂ a n i µ , the metric and its inverse are:
In order to compute the variation of the extrinsic curvature δK
we have to find the perturbation of the normals δn It has been found in [7] 
Substituting (80) one can get for the variation
The trace of the extrinsic curvature is equal to
and the variation of the action (1) is:
where
Finale the equation of motion is [7] 
Let us consider the solution of the last equation in the form of cylinder of the radius R X µ = (Rζ 0 , R cos ζ 1 , R sin ζ 1 , 0, ..., 0),
with the normals n (84) is easily satisfied. This solution justifies the one-loop calculations in a background field performed in [7] This work was supported in part by the by EEC Grant no. HPRN-CT-1999-00161.
